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About

Creavinci Education tailors a step-by-step journey focused on your
health priority and adjusted based on your feedback. Students keep
track of their lessons on a private page where they can other access
tools and resources to further their progress. Tuition includes an
individual student page and premium access to the web portal.

The greatest wealth is health, said a Roman poet. The metaphor persists two
thousand and some years later as half of America's adult population battles
with one or more chronic diseases, and the global healthcare debt exceeds
the trillions of dollars.

Mobile technology connects users to ideas and knowledge like never before in
history.The power is in your hands to make the most of the greatest
revolution in communication since the printed press. Health Investment is an
online course designed to educate consumers in pursuit of an optimal lifestyle
on the financial aspect of the journey.
Create Your Victory

The 5 Investor Archetypes
Take a second to remember the first time you invested money in your health.
Many joined a gym or bought sneakers; some picked up a fitness magazine
filled with workout secrets and pictures of their dream physique. Now, was
that initial investment enough to accomplish your goals?
The answer is no for the many of us who are still engaged in the process
today. There had to be another health-investment, then a third and even a
fourth. You hire a personal trainer when you realize how complex the body
and a gym can be, or buy a set of dumbbells for the basement because the
shoes aren’t enough. That magazine program turns into a weekend seminar
with the professional who wrote it. Your financial decisions evolve as your
body progresses over time.
Distinct patterns emerge amongst health-investors, as with all branches of
the human nature. These recurring traits are influenced by personality more
than investment potential. Someone with a massive wealth might spend less
on health than the average worker. Others with few resources go all-in to
initiate a major lifestyle shift and grow their funds along with it. There are
countless potential scenarios.
Sun Tzy taught you will win one hundred battles if you know your enemy and
yourself in The Art Of War. The same principle applies to health investments.
Make the right monetary choices with an awareness of who you are and what
you need. Here are the five investor archetypes typically encountered:
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1. Do It Myself
The first archetype prefers solitude throughout the journey. These lone
wolves learn and apply things on their own because they need to be in
control. They work at their pace and will only seek the help of others when
they find themselves at a dead end.

Pros
The Do-It-Myself archetype is independent. Solitude provides greater
freedom to experiment and find a winning combination. Results satisfy to a
higher degree because they stem from their research.
Cons
Nobody can see everything, especially in the context of health. They are
limited to what they know, and that can be a fatal flaw if left unchecked. The
process requires dedication, patience, and consumes time like a black hole.
Optimal Health-Investments
This archetype benefits most from education platforms like seminars, online
courses, and books. Mobile technology allows them to collect and store
important health data to monitor their progress. They also invest in
equipment to build their private workout lab at home or the office.
2. Tell Me What To Do
The second archetype needs someone else to tell them what to do because
of other obligations and interests that require an external source of health
education. They hire a wide range of professionals to do the dirty work for
them.

Pros
The process saves time and reaps the benefits of human interactions while
furthering their health and education.
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Cons
They can only be as good as their teachers, and regular work with
professionals can get expensive over time.
Optimal Health-Investments
Professional services.
3. Trend Adepts
The third archetype follows the lights; they invest in popularity. All their
decisions root in the chatter around a product or service.

Pros
New trends can be great. Evolution is necessary.
Cons
New trends can be disastrous. Some things are better left the way they are.
Optimal Health-Investments
Trend followers invest in popular products and professional services.
4.All Eggs In One Basket
The fourth archetype is similar to the previous two, except all their resources
go to one guru.

Pros
The results can be remarkable if they invest in the right basket.
Cons
They can only be as good as their guru.
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Optimal Health-Investments
As per their scriptures.
5.Professionals
The fifth archetype is a professional who manages the health and lifestyle of
his clients on top of their own. Their bread and butter depends on the image
they convey and the results produced. They must not only invest in
themselves but also in their business.

Pros
Health and wealth gains as you help others.
Cons
The process is expensive and time-consuming, requires dedication and
sacrifices for a life of health care.
Optimal Health-Investments
Continuing education is the most valuable investment for this archetype.
Equipment is essential, as are all other costs of starting a healthcare or
fitness business.

Do you recognize yourself in any of them?
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Create A Mixed Education Database
Follow at least 100 professionals of all corners of the industry to create a
mixed education database before you make a major financial decisions. Get
the most out of this online pool of knowledge by having access to all health
outlooks, at all times.
The different perspectives will contradict each other. The point is not to
believe in a story, but to apply what appeals to you and note the impact (or
lack of) on your body. Sometimes a tiny bit of wisdom is all it takes to make
significant changes. Everyone has something to teach you about the
complexity of health.

Don't know where to look?
Access the Creavinci Web Portal to connect to the world of health
and fitness.
Enter
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Financial Advisors Are Assets For Good Health

Many investment strategies can meet your budget and needs, from products
to a broad range of services and other unknown fees, so how much do you
estimate the price of good health this year?
You must know your buying potential to answer the question accurately.
That’s when financial advisors come into play. These professionals are
trained to account for critical variables to determine your investment limits,
display all your options, and help you see the big money picture.
Lack of sustainable health progress might be the symptom of a financial
mishap; Perhaps you are putting all your eggs in the same basket or losing
resources on the wrong solutions. You might be under-investing in your
health, too. Only a detailed outlook of your personal situation can expose the
leak.
You need your numbers to succeed, so have a trustworthy financial
consultant guide you to them.

Financial Advisors Are Assets For Good Health

A Financial Advisor Mapped Out My Potential,
Now What?
A financial advisor will map out your health investment potential, that critical
value in your quest for a stronger body and mind. Your resources determine
the next logical step. Some people invest 30 to 100 dollars a month in a gym
membership; others 500$ worth of weekly professional services, or 55,000$
of home gym equipment and required renovations.There is a strategy for
everybody.
You know how much, now you have to figure out the best move. The
opportunities are plenty, from products to services, education, workout gear,
and mobile applications, or patience to save up for a higher price point item.
But which one is right for you?
What a time to be alive. You have a wealth of knowledge at your disposal;
More information and real-time feedback on strategies than ever before in
the history of health or investments for anyone linked to the big invisible
network.

Do your homework.
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Online Education
Want to turn your wealth into health?
Learn to identify optimal health investment opportunities for your
goals and create a solution that suits your budget, at your pace,
anywhere in the world.
Enroll Now

Create Your Victory

